
Existing: Physical barriers - curbs, walls, vehicle 
ramps, drive lanes, and stairs -separate the 
square from its context and fragment the interior.

Unifying Surface
Related Elements: Context, Edge, Perimeter, Interior 

Sunshine, sky, water, friends, fun: beaches are 
magnetic landscapes. Vast landscapes invoke 
feelings of freedom and openness. Sun bathing, 
volleyball, concerts, races, kite flying, barbecues 
– an adaptable surface supports a wide range of 
activities.

Pershing Square should aspire to provide flexibility 
and expansiveness. We imagine unifying the square 
by establishing a simple continuous hardscape 
surface which extends from building face to 
building face, redefining the street as a shared 
surface with a cohesive materiality. 

This broad civic gesture expands the frame of the 
square, physically and perceptually unifying interior 
and context, claiming the streets, sidewalks, and 
ground floors of the surrounding buildings as part 
of Pershing Square.

Proposed: A unified, horizontal hardscape 
surface extending from building face to building 
face, including the Metro and future streetcar.

Top:  A unifying paving strategy reestablishes a civic surface in the 
Reconstruction of Times Square in New York City.
Middle:  The redesign of Oslo’s main historic boulevard, Karl Johans Gate, 
reclaims it as a green civic promenade.
Bottom:  Paving treatments along the renewed Karl Johans Gate. 

Can Pershing 
Square

Inspired by the history of the site, we have 
two main goals for renewing Pershing Square. 

Establishing Permanence: The first goal is 
to establish an enduring, civic space for the 
city, one that resolves access and vehicular 
constraints, while at the same time providing 
a lush, urban oasis. Three key ideas support 
this goal: Unifying Surface, Topographic 
Prospect, and Topographic Retreat.

Accommodating Change: The second 
goal is to anticipate and accommodate 
fluctuation and variation within the lifespan 
of the square. This is inspired by multi-
purpose rigging used in theater and studio 
environments, and establishes an Integrated 
Infrastructure upon the site.

Together these ideas will renew Pershing 
Square, claiming it as the civic heart of 
downtown Los Angeles.

Pershing

Square
Setting the Stage

Above and Left: Since its life began in 1866, 
Pershing Square has undergone frequent overhauls 
at great investment, physically and mentally 
distancing the square from downtown LA.

In theater, permanent elements, such as the stage 
and rigging, allow temporary elements - actors, 
sound, lighting, and backdrops - to transform the 
space for any given show. Together these elements 
transport audiences to other places over and over 
again all upon the same stage. 

Our approach to renewing Pershing Square is 
inspired by this aspect of theater:

• For our images, we’ve collaged transformational 
landscape scenes upon historic images of the 
square. Here, the square is a landscape theater 
stretching the imagination.

• We’re inspired by the repeated transformations 
that occur within the fixed space of a theater, 
and the permanent and temporary elements 
contributing to that effect. Our approach to the 
renewed square balances enduring elements 
with transformational capacity. 

Since the square’s life began, major transformations 
have been a regular occurrence. At great investment, 
these design overhauls have physically and mentally 
distanced the square from the surrounding urban 
fabric, and in some instances have placed vehicles 
or style over the needs of the public. Today we 
can use these variations to inform the renewal of 
Pershing Square, establishing an approach that is at 
once adaptable and enduring.
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